
Game #6  (2014),  Linus Olsson - Magnus Carlson    Copenhagen, 2003  
           (Gruenfeld Defense)                  Chess Club Web Page - utahbirds.org/roadrunners/  

What you can learn from this game: 
         “Pieces working together,” is where real chess power comes from.
    Should do: 
         1. Try to castle early while you can.
         2. Figure out the possible moves of pieces lined up in a straight line.
         3. Watch for common squares where the paths of pieces cross.

Some “chess tricks” (in bold) as they appear in this game:  ©M.G.Moody

 1. d4  Nf6 Control Center - (White occupies the center; Black attacks the center).
 2. c4  g6 Pawn Duo - (White sets up a “pawn duo” in the center; Black “prepares”).
 3. Nc3  d5 Knight out - (White’s Knight is out early and attacking the center).

Attack Center - (Black chooses the right time to attack White’s center pawn).
 4. cxd5  Nxd5 Exchange - (Pawns are exchanged leaving Black’s Knight in the center).
 5. e4  Nxc3 Attack with Pawn - (White attacks Black’s Knight and creates a “pawn duo”).
  6. bxc3  Bg7 Fianchetto - (After trading knights, Black “Fianchettos” his Bishop on long diagonal).
  7. Bc4  c5 Attack weakness - (White’s Bishop attacks the weak pawn at f7).

Offer sacrifice - (Black offers a pawn, but White sees the bishop fork & declines).
  8. Ne2  Nc6 Protect/Attack - (White protects pawns; Black attacks one of the pawns with 4).
  9. Be3  O-O Protect - (White protects with 4; Black castles to get his Rook into play).
10. Rc1  cxd4 Protect weakness - (White’s pawn at the base of the chain is weak).

Exchange - (Black offers a trade hoping to get White’s pawn to move).
11. cxd4  Qa5+ Check - (White’s pawn move opens up an interesting “check”).
12. Kf1  Rd8 Prevent Castle - (White gives up castling rather than make an even worse move).

Attack - (Black’s Rook attack that same little pawn – with the Queen behind it).
13. h4  Bd7 Create Open File - (White wants to open a file for the Rook stuck in the corner).

Discovered Attack - (Black quietly sets up a “discovered attack” on the Queen).
14. h5  Rac8 Create Open File - (White’s Pawn marches forward to open the file for the Rook).

Use Open File - (Black’s Rook sets up on an open file, soon to be even more open).
15. hxg6  hxg6 Exchange - (With the pawn exchange, White’s Rook has full access to the file).
16. Nf4  Nxd4 Attack unprotected - (The pawn at g6 LOOKS like it’s protected, but it’s not)!

Big Attack - (This is the attack that Black’s pieces have been preparing for). 
17. Kg1  Bb5 Move to Exit - (Fearing an attack, White’s King moves to the “back exit”).

Discovered Attack - (Black attacks White Bishop, & also set up a discovered attack).
18. Bxb5  Rxc1 Exchanges - (They exchange Bishop for Bishop & Rook for Rook in a funny order).
19. Qxc1  Qxb5 Work together - (After the exchanges Black’s pieces are set up to work together).
20. Qa3  Ne2+ Avoid Fork - (White’s Queen avoids TWO forks that Black has in mind).
21. Kh2  Nxf4 Back Door - (White’s King is out the “back door”; Black Queen waits in ambush).
22. Bxf4  Rd3  0-1 Block Rescue - (White’s Queen has to move, but now has no good place to go).

Chess Notation for this game:
1. d4 Nf6 
2. c4 g6 
3. Nc3 d5 
4. cxd5 Nxd5 
5. e4 Nxc3 

  6. bxc3 Bg7 
  7. Bc4 c5 
  8. Ne2 Nc6 
  9. Be3 O-O 
10. Rc1 cxd4 

11. cxd4 Qa5+
12. Kf1 Rd8 
13. h4 Bd7 
14. h5 Rac8 

15. hxg6 hxg6 
16. Nf4 Nxd4
17. Kg1 Bb5 
18. Bxb5 Rxc1 

19. Qxc1 Qxb5 
20. Qa3 Ne2+ 
21. Kh2 Nxf4 
22. Bxf4 Rd3 0-1


